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1 Introduction
OpenText AppWorks Application Platform is an Enterprise Application
development, deployment and management platform. It allows you to build crossplatform applications for the enterprise using standard web technologies,
accessing OpenText and other third-party applications and services via RESTful
APIs in a common manner.
Central to the AppWorks Application architecture is the concept of the hybrid
application. Hybrid applications are developed using HTML, CSS and JavaScript,
and then wrapped in a native application (or container). AppWorks Application
Platform provides native containers for:
•
•
•
•

Apple iOS
Google Android
Microsoft Windows Desktop
Apple macOS Desktop

The AppWorks native containers provide access to on-device and operating
system-level functions through a provided JavaScript bridge. This allows for
AppWorks applications to be developed exclusively in prevalent web technologies,
yet still have access to native functionality such as the device camera, contacts list,
GPS coordinates, etc. AppWorks Application Developers need no platform-specific
skills in order to produce first-rate mobile and desktop applications.
Application deployment and lifecycle are controlled by a central component known
as the AppWorks Gateway, which performs duties such as hybrid application
rollout and upgrade, push notification services, lightweight Mobile Device
Management, and more.
The AppWorks Gateway also performs functions related to back-end access and
management of front-end communications. It also serves as host for middleware
that may be required for specific functionality – for example it may host a customdeveloped meta-API that is brokering between the front-end clients and one or
more back-end services.
This white paper is based on AppWorks Gateway 16.2.1 and associated
components.
Figure 1 presents an architectural overview of the AppWorks Application Platform.
Hybrid applications are represented at the bottom, with the AppWorks Gateway
shown in the middle of the diagram – illustrating its role in providing applications
with access to OpenText and Third-Party products and services, which are
represented at the top. It can also be seen that the Gateway provides a unified
RESTful API model to the applications and services accessing it.
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Figure 1 - AppWorks Application Platform overview
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2 AppWorks Hybrid
Applications
Hybrid Applications are developed using HTML, CSS and JavaScript, and then
wrapped in a native application (or container). Since AppWorks containers are
targeted towards modern mobile and desktop environments, that enables the
hybrid application developer to choose from many modern web application tools
and toolkits when developing an AppWorks solution – among them AngularJS,
React, BackboneJS, JQuery and many more.

2.1 Anatomy of an AppWorks Hybrid
Application
The AppWorks container plays host to the hybrid application, see Figure 2.

Figure 2 - Anatomy of an AppWorks hybrid application

The container provides services to the HTML application and its lifecycle:
•
•

A web view (browser window) in which to render HTML / CSS
A JavaScript engine
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•
•
•

A JavaScript library – appworks.js – which acts as a bridge between the
hybrid application and operating system and on-device capabilities
appworks.js also provides authentication and notification services via the
AppWorks Gateway
The hybrid application is also able to interact with the AppWorks container at
run time, for example to dynamically populate and adjust the application’s main
menu

Figures 3 and 4 shows how a typical hybrid application is presented on a mobile
device and desktop application respectively.

Figure 3 – Layout of an AppWorks mobile application
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Figure 4 - Layout of an AppWorks desktop application

2.2 appworks.js
appworks.js is a JavaScript library through which the hybrid application can
authenticate with the AppWorks Gateway, and also through which it may access
native capabilities of the host operating system.
The appworks.js library presents a consistent JavaScript API across all platforms,
allowing for a single standard web application to be written, yet one which is
deployable within any of the provided containers.
The appworks.js library exposes a number of different functionalities which are
summarized in Table 1. See the appendix for a more detailed list.
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Table 1 - Summary of appworks.js functionality

Accelerometer

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Provides access to the on-device accelerometer. Caller may request current acceleration,
or request to watch indefinitely or until caller cancels

AppManager

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Provides a method whereby the currently active app may close itself

Auth

þ Mobile þ Desktop

Provides authentication services

Cache

þ Mobile þ Desktop

Provides a general-purpose caching mechanism

Calendar

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Provides a means through which applications may interface with the on-device calendar
app

Camera

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Allows application to acquire a picture from the camera, or from the on-device photo
gallery

Compass

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Allows an application to query the current heading of the device, or request to watch the
heading

Component

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Allows an application to open a component

Contacts

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Provides access to the on-device contacts list. The application may search contacts,
create a contact, or prompt the user to pick a contact

Device

þ Mobile þ Desktop

Gives low-level access to Apache Cordova supplied functionality

FileSystem

ý Mobile þ Desktop

Provides file and filestore access methods to the application. Not available in mobile
applications as access to the on-device filestore is restricted by the operating system.
See Finder
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FileTransfer

þ Mobile þ Desktop

Provides upload and download services to the application

Finder

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Limited access to filestore. Allows to open files, list and share

Globalization

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Access to the on-device preferred language

HeaderBar

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Allows the application to control certain aspects of the AppWorks Container header bar

Keyboard

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Functions relating to the behavior, hiding or showing of the on-device keyboard

Launcher

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Used to obtain the URL the client was opened with

Location

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Provides access to the on-device location services

Media

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Allows applications to play, pause and stop playing of audio and video. Permits recording
too

MediaCapture

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Provides methods to capture audio, video and still images from the device

Menu

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Allows the application to control and act upon the current set of items in the AppWorks
Container menu

NotificationManager

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Allows the application to control push notifications, receive event notification as well as
alert the user through a variety of mechanisms

OfflineManager

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Allows the discovery of the device’s online/offline status. Permits for the application to
place network activities on a deferred queue, which will be played once online status is
re-acquired
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Page

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Provides methods that applications can use to launch a web view with specific
AppWorks-related attributes

QRReader

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Opens the camera for scanning of QR codes

Scanner

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Scan, clean up and render capture to PDF

SecureStorage

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Access to long-term secure application storage

Vibration

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Vibrate the device

WebView

þ Mobile þ Desktop

Gives control over what the current web view is rendering, as well access to web view
events

2.3 Application Packaging
An AppWorks application is a collection of HTML, CSS and JavaScript assets,
resembling almost identically a standard, regular, web application. Where an
AppWorks Application differs from a web application is as follows:
•
•

is bundled in a zip file
is accompanied by some meta data that is used to control the rendering and
behavior of the AppWorks container

The zip file is important, it allows:
•
•

the application to be handled as a single binary
the application’s lifecycle, including delivery to the client container to be
managed by the home AppWorks Gateway

Figure 5 illustrates the internal layout of the application zip file.
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Figure 5 - AppWorks application bundle zip file

The application bundle contains three components:
•
•
•

A text file named app.properties which contains meta-data about the
application. See Figure 6
An icon file, icon.png which is used both by the Gateway and the application
container when listing this application
A set of regular web assets – just as you’d expect to see on a web server when
serving a web application – zipped up in an embedded archive named
mobile.zip. See Figure 7

Figure 6 - Example app.properties file
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Figure 7 - Example mobile.zip contents

2.4 Single Use and Multiple Use
Containers
With respect to hosted applications, an AppWorks Container can be configured in
one of two ways:
•
•

as a container for a single application – this is known as Single Use Mode
as a container for multiple applications – this is known as Multiple Use Mode

When a container and an application are combined in the single use mode, the
combined application appears on the device as any other regular application. In the
case of mobile applications, this means:
•
•
•

it is distributable through the normal means for the platform – this means
through the Apple Store, Google Play, or as an executable installer for
Windows and macOS desktop
will appear on the device launcher with the icon bundled in the application zip
file
the AppWorks container will immediately display the embedded hybrid
application upon launch (after successful authentication)

Any AppWorks application requires access to its AppWorks Gateway for
authentication and lifecycle management purposes. In the case of the single use
mode application, the URL of the home Gateway can be pre-configured at build
time so that the application requires no further network configuration once installed
on the user’s device.
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Multiple use mode allows the AppWorks container to host any number of hybrid
applications – not just one as is the case with single use mode. Where a single use
mode container includes both the AppWorks container and a single HTML
application, a multiple use mode container is shipped as just the bare AppWorks
native container. After the container is installed on a user’s device, and upon first
connection to its home Gateway, the multiple use container will present the user
with a list of applications; any number of which the user may choose to download
and install. The list of applications available to such a user is governed by the
administrator of the AppWorks Gateway that the container is connected to.
Upon launch of a configured multiple use mode container, the user may choose
from the list of applications which to work with first. The user may switch between
installed applications at will.
A unified notifications area allows the user to receive and view notifications for any
of the installed applications.

2.5 Hybrid Application Updates
An AppWorks hybrid application has two major components:
•
•

The container – this is the native code that is providing the HTML runtime for
the app.
The HTML + CSS + JavaScript application – that uses the HTML runtime
provided by the container.

These two components can, and in fact do, have different lifecycle aspects. That is,
either one may be updated independently installed, upgraded and removed without
impact to the other. The only exceptions being the container must be installed prior
to, or at the same time as the HTML application, and when the container is
removed, all contained HTML applications are removed from the device also.
The AppWorks Gateway hosts HTML application packages which may be made
available or unavailable, updated or removed by the administrator. When an
update is available to an HTML application, the administrator uploads the upgrade
bundle to the Gateway (an upgrade bundle is identical to a regular application
bundle described above.
After successful authentication, a client that connects to a Gateway will be
informed by that Gateway if any of the applications hosted by the container are
eligible for upgrade. If any such are found, the user is prompted to upgrade.
Conversely, when an upgrade to the container is available, this will be pushed out
through the device-specific app store, or through an installer for desktop
containers.
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2.6 Container Technology
In both cases, the mobile and desktop containers expose an HTML runtime (web
view) to the HTML application, as well as a JavaScript library to interface with the
local operating system and on-device capabilities. This section introduces the
underlying technologies used in each of the AppWorks container types.

2.6.1 Mobile Container Technology
The AppWorks mobile container utilizes platform-delivered web views to render
HTML and execute JavaScript. An extended Apache Cordova library is used to
bridge between the web view and the native device capabilities. A custom
JavaScript library, appworks.js acts as an abstraction of the Cordova-supplied
functionality and presents a common cross-platform façade. appworks.js is
developed using TypeScript, which gives extra type-safety above regular
JavaScript. TypeScript output is backwards compatible with JavaScript, leaving
application developers a choice over whether to similarly adopt TypeScript, or stick
with plain JavaScript. All modern web application toolkits, including React and
Angular JS, are compatible with TypeScript.
Figure 8 shows, in finer detail than before, the major components of the AppWorks
hybrid application.

Figure 8 - AppWorks mobile hybrid application detailed
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More information on Apache Cordova can be found at https://cordova.apache.org.

2.6.2 Desktop Container Technology
The AppWorks Desktop Container presents the same appworks.js interface onto
the operating system capabilities as does the mobile container. This allows for the
same responsive web application to be deployed on both a mobile device and a
desktop client. Naturally, some functionality that is available on a mobile platform
won’t be available from the desktop container. For example, we don’t currently
expect a desktop or laptop device to have a built-in accelerometer, compass or
GPS receiver.

Figure 9 - AppWorks desktop hybrid application detailed

Electron is the container technology used in the AppWorks Desktop Container, see
Figure 9. Electron bundles the Chromium open source web browser, complete with
Google’s V8 JavaScript engine, which together execute the HTML app hosted by
the AppWorks Desktop Container. Underneath the hood, Electron also provides a
full Node.js environment for interacting with the operating system, as well as
providing a rich development environment for non-web application functionality –
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an example of such is the OAuth 2.0 authentication integration provided by the
AppWorks Desktop Container. Find out more about Electron at
https://electron.atom.io/.

3 The AppWorks Gateway
The AppWorks Gateway is the central component that managers the AppWorks
hybrid applications, acts as a proxy to back-end APIs and provides an SOA
platform for services and other middleware.
The AppWorks Gateway requires Apache Tomcat as its runtime servlet container.
Installing an AppWorks Gateway is as simple as installing Tomcat, unzipping the
Gateway distribution into the Tomcat install directory, starting it up and providing
settings and credentials for your RDBMS and OTDS installations.

3.1 Managing Applications
As mentioned above, an AppWorks application is a hybrid application, where the
web elements (HTML + CSS + JavaScript + resources) are packaged into a zip file.
The ultimate destination for the package is an AppWorks runtime container – which
may be single use or multiple use.
For multiple use containers, or for single use ones that do not carry with them the
initial web bundle, it is the AppWorks Gateway to which the end-user connects that
controls which of the installed applications are made available to the device.

3.1.1 Application Lifecycle
An administrative user of the AppWorks Gateway must first make the application
available to clients of the Gateway. This is done by uploading the application to the
Gateway, and enabling it.
By default, the application is initially available to all clients of the correct type
(mobile, desktop or both), however access may be restricted to any particular set
of users.
When an upgrade to the application is made available, the Gateway administrative
user will upload the updated zip file, the new availability of which will be advertised
to clients as they connect.

3.1.2 Application Runtimes and Audiences
The AppWorks Gateway models application access control through the concepts of
Runtimes and Audiences.
The Information Company™
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A runtime is simply a name given to a particular class of client. The client knows its
own runtime name and provides this to the AppWorks Gateway when connecting.
The AppWorks Gateway then uses that runtime and / or the name of the user
logged into the client name to determine which application or set of applications
should be provisioned to that device.
The audience for any application installed on the Gateway is a collection of
•
•
•
•

Runtime names
Users
Groups
User Partitions

An application will get pushed to a client container if its runtime name is listed, or if
the signed in user is represented in one of the user-based audience entries.
This is illustrated with Figure 10.

Figure 10 - Determining application access based on Audience

In Figure 10, The client runtime gadgets has access to Application X only, through
the audience member gadgets. The client runtime widgets gets access to both
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Application X and Application Y as both those applications are configured with
widgets as an audience member. The client runtime flanges is not represented in
either of the applications, yet that client has access to Application Y because the
signed in user is explicitly named as an audience member.

3.2 Authentication and Access Control
The AppWorks Application Platform uses OpenText Directory Services (OTDS) for
all user management and authentication services. Upon initial setup, the AppWorks
Gateway creates an administrative account in OTDS, as well as a dedicated User
Partition and Access Role for the Gateway. For a user to access an AppWorks
application, that user must be represented in the Gateway’s Access Role.
AppWorks Application Platform supports three ways of signing in with OTDS
1. OAuth 2.0 (Code Grant Flow) – default
2. OTDS legacy authentication
3. HTTP/S POST of user credentials
Both options 1 and 2 expose the OTDS sign in page directly to the end user. This
allows for OTDS to determine how the user should be authenticated – it may be
two-factor, it may be SAML, it may be SSO with Kerberos, etc., which is configured
directly with OTDS.
Option 3 is limited in its flexibility as the OTDS sign in page is bypassed, and the
user prompted for username and password. This option should be used only in
special (legacy) circumstances.

3.3 API Proxy
The AppWorks Gateway includes an HTTP reverse proxy with URL and content
rewrite. This allows the controlled exposure of back-end APIs with the client
perspective of a single point of origin – i.e. the Gateway host itself. A reverse proxy
is a type of proxy server, or go-between, that forwards incoming requests to other
servers, and returns the responses to the caller as though they originated from the
proxy server itself.

3.3.1 Proxy Rules
The reverse proxy is configured by the specification of rules. Rules are ordered,
and when an API request is made, each rule is tested in turn, and applied if the
request meets the criteria for that rule. A proxy rule has the following elements
•

Name
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•
•
•
•

Whitelist
Blacklist
URL Mappings
Outgoing Rules

The Proxy Rule Name is a unique identifier for the rule. The other elements are
detailed below.
3.3.1.1

URL Matching

URLs are matched by evaluating the incoming request URL against regular
expressions defined in the rule. If a match is found, that part of the rule is
evaluated against the incoming request.
The regular expression is evaluated against only the path and query string portions
of the incoming URL. For example, consider the followed URL:
•

http://example.com/path?query

Then the regular expressions will be evaluated against the string: path?query.
3.3.1.2

Whitelist

The whitelist is a list of regular expressions which should be evaluated against the
incoming request URL. If a match is made, that rule is deemed eligible for
application to the request and response – that is, the incoming request will be a
candidate for the proxy.
3.3.1.3

Blacklist

Whitelists are generally broad in their application – they may capture a root path
element or two only. It is often desirable to prevent access to parts of a proxied API
that may be security-sensitive, or simply not applicable for the solution that
requires the proxied API. To address this, a blacklist entry explicitly forbids access
to a proxied resource that is otherwise covered by the whitelist.
A blacklist entry includes a directive for the response. If a blacklist entry is
triggered, the response to the caller is most likely needed to be an HTTP Status
404 – Not Found. Other responses are permitted, such as an HTTP Status 302 –
Redirect.
3.3.1.4

URL Mappings

A proxy rule contains an ordered set of URL mappings, with a target URL. The
target URL may contain regular expressing substitution placeholders, $1, $2, etc.
For example, consider the following URL mapping
•

^(cats|dogs|horses)/(.*|$) è http://pets.com/$1/rescue/$2

This states that if an incoming URL starts with cats/, dogs/ or horses/, then
consider this a match. There are two match groups in the capturing regular
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expression, denoted by parenthesise (…). The match groups will replace their
respective entries in the target, namely $1 and $2.
Consider the AppWorks Gateway base URL is
•

http://appworks.host.com/

Then a call to
•

GET http://appworks.host.com/dogs/?name=fido

Would be matched by the example rule. The two match groups are $1=dogs and
$2=?name=fido. The substituted URL that the proxy will follow is then
•

http://pets.com/dogs/rescue/?name=fido

3.3.1.5

Outgoing Rules

Sometimes it is desirable to modify the response from the proxied resource. For
example, the response may have hard-coded links that reference the proxied
resource instead of the AppWorks Gateway Proxy. An outgoing rule allows for
substitutions to be made in the response, based on regular expression matching in
the same fashion as URL Rewriting is applied.
3.3.1.6

OAuth 2.0 Handling

The AppWorks API Proxy is able to understand OAuth 2.0 authorization headers
when the OAuth 2.0 Authorization Server is the same OTDS as the Gateway is
hooked up to. When OAuth 2.0 support is enabled on a proxy rule, this causes the
Proxy to validate the OAuth 2.0 tokens and permit the response to be proxied only
if the OAuth 2.0 access token is valid. Furthermore, if it is valid, the proxy ‘injects’
the two identity headers into the request:
•
•

OTDS_REMOTE_USER
OTDS_REMOTE_USER_4

For example, consider a user with an account named fred, who is a member of
the Active Directory domain appworks, and who has the User Principal Name
fred@appworks.com. When this user attempts to access a proxied URL
protected by the AppWorks Gateway Proxy, the following two HTTP headers will
be evident in the request that reaches the proxied resource. The proxied resource
may then make further use of these values.
•
•

OTDS_REMOTE_USER: fred@appworks.com
OTDS_REMOTE_USER_4: appworks\fred
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3.4 Notifications
The AppWorks Gateway provides the ability to send messages to client
applications. This feature is used internally, for example when notifying an
application that an update is available, but is also available as an API that
connected solutions can use to request messages be sent on their behalf.
The caller has the option of sending the notification either through a direct HTTP
connection, or through the device platform’s native push capability. In the case of
the former, if the client is not currently connected, the notification will be queued
up, and delivered once the device reconnects. Push notifications may also fail
temporarily, for example due to network connectivity issues, in which case these
too enter a persistent queue and will be delivered once the delivery issue is
resolved.
Push notification is achieved by utilising Google’s Cloud Messaging Platform,
which enables seamless message delivery across both Android and iOS platforms.
The AppWorks Desktop clients have no native push capability.

Figure 11 - AppWorks Application Platform notifications
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If a message cannot immediately be delivered by the Gateway to the intended
client – for example the client is not connected and doesn’t support push
notifications – the message enters a queue, and will be delivered the next time the
client connects.
In order for a notification received via the platform’s push capabilities to invoke the
AppWorks Application, a custom URI scheme is installed on the device: x-otm by
the AppWorks Mobile Container. This URL scheme allows browser or web view
actions to launch or foreground the AppWorks Mobile Container, and pass
information and invoke actions. The custom scheme is used to enable two kinds of
actions:
•
•

Profile – This is used to set the home Gateway URL and user name via a
URL.
Launch URL – This allows for the passing of values into the application
through the use of a custom URL.

Debugging notifications delivery can be tricky. To this end, the AppWorks Gateway
Administration UI allows test messages to be composed and sent to any client that
is currently connected, or has connected in the past. Furthermore, the Gateway
provides the ability to log detailed information about messages sent through the
push notification mechanism.

3.5 Application and Device Policy
AppWorks Gateway provides some control to administrators over the behavior of
certain aspects of the mobile runtime containers. This is in addition to any
protection afforded by regular third-party Mobile Device Management (MDM)
solutions.
For any AppWorks Gateway installation, administrators have control over:
•

•

•

Remote Wipe – When enabled, any client can be instructed through the
Gateway Administration UI to wipe all applications and offline storage. Remote
clients must respond to the request once the wipe has completed. If that
response is not delivered within a configurable timeout period, warning emails
can be delivered to the administrator
Permit On-Device Password Storage – This is for legacy solutions where
authentication happens through user name and password. Allowing the device
to record the password is a convenience to the user, but is not without
additional security implications. By default, password storage is disabled
Offline Access – When enabled, AppWorks Applications have access to
offline storage. This allows for data to reside locally to the device, which may
be accessed when the device is offline. Since AppWorks Gateway
authentication services are unavailable when the device is offline, the offline
storage is protected by a PIN that the user must configure and remember.
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For a list of supported third-party MDM solutions, refer to the current AppWorks
Application Platform release notes.

3.6 AppWorks Gateway Services and SDK
As well as providing application runtime and lifecycle services, the AppWorks
Gateway is an SOA (Services Oriented Architecture) container. Services may be
written that interface with the Gateway lifecycle and clustering services. Individual
services may also make use of a settings service provided by the AppWorks
Gateway.
An AppWorks Gateway Service is written as a Java Servlet, with extra functionality
provided by the AppWorks SDK (Service Development Kit). The SDK provides
programmatic interfaces onto support services such as a settings repository, email
Gateway, etc. This is illustrated in Figure 12.

Figure 12 - The AppWorks Gateway SDK allows developers access to core Gateway
functions

The SDK provides access to the following Gateway features:
•

•
•

Settings – Your service can set and retrieve settings dedicated to it.
Additionally, your service may subscribe to settings change events to be
informed in real-time of changes to your settings. This works across all nodes
in a cluster.
Email – Your service may send emails through the SMTP server that the
AppWorks Gateway is configured to use. At this moment, there is no incoming
email functionality; emails can be sent, but not received.
Authentication – Your service may use a back-end system through which
user authentication is possible, and in fact preferable to the OTDS-provided
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•

•
•
•

authentication services. The authentication aspects of the SDK allow you to
use your own back-end provided authentication in lieu of OTDS authentication.
Notifications – This allows your service to send both regular HTTP-based
notifications and PUSH notifications to your clients. This is one-way only,
notifications cannot be received. If your solution requires notifications to be
received from your connected clients, you would develop and expose your own
RESTful API that your service exposes for that purpose.
Runtimes – Access to the list of installed runtimes is available. This allows
your service, for example to limit access to a predefined set of runtimes.
API Keys – Allows you to create and retrieve API keys that may be given out
to connected systems to allow Gateway service interaction.
Service Lifecycle – Allows your service to receive bootstrap and teardown
events, so that it can act accordingly. Use this service to also inform the
AppWorks Gateway when your service is fully bootstrapped, and so able to
receive requests.

3.7 Clustering
The AppWorks Gateway supports clustering for High Availability and Failover.
Cluster affiliation is defined by the membership of a randomly assigned multicast
group, which is stored in the database so that each newly introduced cluster
member can join the same group. The multicast group is used to advertise
availability to join the cluster, and to set up communications across the group.
Messages are sent across the cluster group for purposes of cache-invalidation, as
well as directive for individual nodes to deploy, enable, disable or undeploy
applications and services.
For situations where a randomly assigned multicast group is not tenable, the
AppWorks Gateway allows you to specify as start-up arguments the exact group
(address and port) that should be used for cluster communications.
Because of the nature of multicast traffic, cluster members must all occupy the
same LAN segment, or have multicast enabled across switch fabric. The
AppWorks Gateway at this moment in time does not support geographically
dispersed clustering or replication.
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4 Appendix
4.1 appworks.js in Detail
appworks.js
Accelerometer

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Provides access to the on-device accelerometer. Caller may request current acceleration,
or request to watch indefinitely or until caller cancels
getCurrentAcceleration
watchAcceleration
clearWatch

AppManager

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Provides a method whereby the currently active app may close itself
closeActiveApp

Auth

þ Mobile þ Desktop

Provides authentication services
authenticate

Authenticates with either the Gateway
or OTDS. The authentication
mechanism used is controlled by
settings in the Gateway

getAuthResponse

Returns the current authentication
object. Does not attempt to refresh
expired authentication, and may
therefore return an expired token

gateway

Allows to determine whether the client
is currently connected to the Gateway
or not

online

Allows to determine whether the client
is currently connected to a network or
not

Cache

þ Mobile þ Desktop

Provides a general-purpose caching mechanism
setItem

Allows to cache an object

getItem

Retrieve cached object by key
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removeItem

Remove specific item from cache

clear

Remove all items from cache

Calendar

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Provides a means through which applications may interface with the on-device calendar
app
getCalendarOptions
hasReadPermission
requestReadPermission
hasWritePermission
requestWritePermission
hasReadWritePermission
requestReadWritePermission
createCalendar
deleteCalendar
openCalendar
createEventWithOptions
createEvent
createEventInteractivelyWithOptions
createEventInteractively
findEventWithOptions
findEvent
findAllEventsInNamedCalendar
deleteEvent
deleteEventFromNamedCalendar
modifyEventWithOptions
modifyEvent
modifyEventInNamedCalendar
listCalendars
listEventsInRange

Camera

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Allows application to acquire a picture from the camera, or from the on-device photo
gallery
cleanup
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getPicture
openGallery
takePicture

Compass

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Allows an application to query the current heading of the device, or request to watch the
heading
getCurrentHeading
watchHeading
clearWatch

Component

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Allows an application to open a component
open

Open a component with a query string

list

List all components available

check

Check if a component is available

close

Close the component and send a
message back to the parent application

Contacts

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Provides access to the on-device contacts list. The application may search contacts,
create a contact, or prompt the user to pick a contact
create
find
pickContact

Device

þ Mobile þ Desktop

Gives low-level access to Apache Cordova supplied functionality
cordova

Reference to the underlying cordova
instance

available

Cordova-supplied

model

Cordova-supplied device model

platform

Cordova-supplied device platform

uuid

Cordova-supplied device UUID

version

Cordova-supplied version

manufacturer

Cordova-supplied device manufacturer
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isVirtual

Cordova-supplied

serial

Cordova-supplied device serial

FileSystem

ý Mobile þ Desktop

Provides file and filestore access methods to the application. Not available in mobile
applications as access to the on-device filestore is restricted by the operating system.
See Finder
getPath
exists
isDir
createFile
readFile
createDirectory
copy
open
reveal
getDetails
listDirContents
showSaveDialog
showDirSelector
showFileSelector
validateEnv

FileTransfer

þ Mobile þ Desktop

Provides upload and download services to the application
onprogress
abort
download
progressHander
upload
toEnvFilePath

Finder

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Limited access to filestore. Allows to open files, list and share
open
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openIn
list
share

Globalization

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Access to the on-device preferred language
getPreferredLanguage

HeaderBar

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Allows the application to control certain aspects of the AppWorks Container header bar
setHeader
getHeader
setHeaderButtons
maskHeader

Keyboard

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Functions relating to the behavior, hiding or showing of the on-device keyboard
hideKeyboardAccessoryBar
close
show
disableScroll

Launcher

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Used to obtain the URL the client was opened with
getLaunchURL

Retrieves the URL

clearLaunchURL

Clears the URL

Location

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Provides access to the on-device location services
getCurrentPosition
watchPosition
clearWatch

Media

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Allows applications to play, pause and stop playing of audio and video. Permits recording
too
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getCurrentPosition
getDuration
pause
play
release
seekTo
setVolume
startRecord
stop
stopRecord

MediaCapture

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Provides methods to capture audio, video and still images from the device
captureAudio
captureImage
captureVideo

Menu

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Allows the application to control and act upon the current set of items in the AppWorks
Container menu
push
setMenu
didOpenMenuItem
openListener
didTapMenuItem

NotificationManager

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Allows the application to control push notifications, receive event notification as well as
alert the user through a variety of mechanisms
enablePushNotifications
disablePushNotifications
getNotification
notificationDidLaunchApp
openListener
didTapNotificationFromActivityView
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removeNotification
alert
beep
confirm
prompt

OfflineManager

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Allows the discovery of the device’s online/offline status. Permits for the application to
place network activities on a deferred queue, which will be played once online status is
re-acquired
defer
cancel
networkStatus

Page

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Provides methods that applications can use to launch a web view with specific
AppWorks-related attributes
setPageUrl

Add a new web view with the given
URL – e.g. for displaying online help

openModalAppWebView

Open an AppWorks-enabled web view
as a modal, such as another HTML
page within the application

openModalExternalWebView

Open an external web view as a modal
which is not AppWorks enabled

setActionButtonCallback

For use by a web view opened via
openModalAppWebView. An action
button (top left) can be enabled with a
title, to activate a callback in the modal
app web view

closeModalAppWebView

For use by a web view opened via
openModalAppWebView. Closes the
modal app web view

QRReader

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Opens the camera for scanning of QR codes
scan
rename

Scanner

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Scan, clean up and render capture to PDF
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scanDocument

Scans a document. Detects the outline
of the document, captures it, rotates
and converts to black and white. The
document may be multi-page.

SecureStorage

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Access to long-term secure application storage
store
retrieve
remove
fileExistsAtPath

Vibration

þ Mobile ý Desktop

Vibrate the device
vibrate

WebView

þ Mobile þ Desktop

Gives control over what the current web view is rendering, as well access to web view
events
addEventListener
removeEventListener
close
show
open
executeScript
insertCSS
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